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E-List #13
[Gifty Illustrated Books: Rackham, Dulac, & Others]

Hello friends,
It's somehow December, and so we've assembled a giftworthy medley of illustrated
titles largely from the Golden Age — Rackham, Dulac, Fanny Cory, Artzybasheff. As
always there's more filed in our website's Illustrators category (more Rackham, you
asked?) and as always more to come (though the reindeer are hinting at another lightly
apocalyptic postal landscape this year, so if you're shipping gifts, ship soon to be safe).
Click the photos or titles to be taken through to the item on our website, where if it's
still there it's still available. Thanks for having a look, and happy December!
Ever-festive,
Team CHB

1. LANG, Andrew [ed.]; Leonora Blanche Alleyne [ed. & trans.]; H.J. Ford [illus. &
binding]. The Fairy Books [Complete in 12 Vols - Blue, Red, Green, Yellow, Pink,
Grey, Violet, Crimson, Brown, Orange, Olive, and Lilac).
London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1889-1910. Complete set of 12 volumes of
Andrew Lang's Rainbow Fairy Books, all First Editions, First Printings. Octavo. Color
and black and white illustrations throughout, complete. Cloth boards with elaborate gilt
decorations. All edges gilt. Spine and front panel of dust jacket to the Orange Fairy
Book tipped in at front.
Boards generally show light edgewear, with brief exposure to extremities of a couple
volumes, most heavily to the Pink Fairy Book. Light sunning to spines with heavier
rubbing to Crimson and Pink volumes. Binding to Pink volume a bit shaky but holding,
and all other bindings sound. Ownership inscriptions to preliminaries of many, and a
bookplate designed by Frances MacDonald to preliminaries of Violet book.
The series was principally the work of Leonora Blanche Alleyne, wife of Andrew Lang.
Lang himself consistently gave her credit and mentions as much in many of the
prefaces in the series, though she is not mentioned on the spine or title pages of many
of the volumes. Includes 798 stories drawing from mythologies and folklore from all
around the world.
$7,500

2. DOYLE, Richard [illus.]; G[eorge] Dalziel [engraver]; E[dward] Dalziel [engraver].
The Story of Jack and the Giants [Sir David Salomon's Copy].
London: Griffith and Farran, 1858. New Edition. Slim octavo; contemporary half giltruled morocco over green cloth by John Bumpus, gilt-tooled spine in six compartments,
all edges gilt, marbled endpapers, pictorial cloth from the original binding bound in
front, viii,[9]-56pp.; hand-colored frontispiece and added title page plus six leaves of
hand-colored plates. Leather apparently toned to brown (tipped-in description from the
auction of the Salomon library describes the leather as "green"), extremities a bit
rubbed, some light spotting to both covers; overall Very Good, contents clean and
colored plates remain quite brilliant.
Contemporary armorial ex libris to front pastedown of Sir David Salomon (1797-1873),
the British Liberal politician who served as London's first Jewish Sheriff in 1855.
$750

3. ROBINSON, W. Heath. The Adventures of Uncle Lubin.
New York: Brentano's, 1902. First U.S. Edition. Octavo. 117 pp., though final page of
publisher's advertisements has been torn out. Color frontispiece, black and white
illustrations and vignettes throughout. Illustrated boards with pictorial endpapers.
Boards edgeworn and pictorial stamping rubbed. Binding sound with professional
repair to front hinge. Light foxing and toning to preliminaries, but otherwise pages
unmarked.
A humorous and amusingly-illustrated fantasy tale often featuring unnecessarily
complex contraptions and contrivances, These machines would eventually enter
English popular language as "Heath Robinson contraptions," similar to Rube Goldberg
machines in the U.S.
$450

4. POE, Edgar Allan Poe; John Rea Neill [illus.]; Drury Underwood [intro.]. The Raven
and Other Poems.
Chicago: Reilly & Britton, 1910. First Thus. Octavo; 110pp. Duotone illustrations
throughout. Publisher's green cloth with mounted full-color illustration to front. Top
edge gilt. Boards nudged at spine ends with faint rubbing at corners. Opens flatly to
start of "The Bells" at near center with a bit of exposure down gutter, but binding is
holding soundly. A couple light marginal waterspots on endpapers and adjacent pages,
not affecting text or illustrations. Pages otherwise unmarked.
Collects Poe's poems "The Raven," The Bells," and "Annabel Lee," along with an
excerpt from his "The Philosophy of Composition," heavily illustrated by Neill, best
known for his work with L. Frank Baum's Oz books.
$750

5. CHESTER, George Randolph; Robert Lawson [illus.]. The Wonderful Adventures of
Little Prince Toofat.
New York: The James A. McCann Company Publishers, 1922. First Edition. Large
quarto. 70 pp. 6 color plates including frontis, complete; additional decorations by
Lawson throughout with light green line illustrations and chapter headpieces in black.
Gray boards stamped in dark gray and gilt. Checkerboard pictorial endpapers. No dust
jacket.
Boards show light edgewear with very brief exposure to extremities. Binding is sound.
Ownership inscription to half title with names covered in Wite-Out. Pages otherwise
clean and unmarked.
First book illustrated by Lawson, who would go on to win a Caldecott medal and a
Newbery Award as a children's book writer and illustrator. An attractive and wellpreserved copy.
$2,000

6. DETMOLD, Edward Julius Detmold [illus.]. The Arabian Nights: Tales From the
Thousand and One Nights [Signed Limited Edition].
London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited, 1924. Limited Edition of 100 copies signed by
Detmold, this being #81. Quarto. 240 pp. 12 color plates, including frontispiece, with
tissue guards, complete. Original gilt-stamped and embossed pictorial vellum. Top edge
gilt.
Boards lightly edgeworn and bow slightly at fore-edge. Front of boards rubbed with
some light spotting. Binding is sound. Foxing to preliminaries, ownership inscription to
front free endpaper, but pages otherwise clean and unmarked.
In these plates Detmold's skill in depicting animals and flowers blends seamlessly with
the fantastical landscapes of the Arabian Nights. The book remains one of the artist's
scarcest and most highly-praised works.
$2,500

7. COLLODI, Carlo; Attilio Mussino [illus.]; Carol Della Chiesa [trans.]. The
Adventures of Pinocchio.
New York: The Macmillan Company, [ca. 1929.] Third Edition. Quarto. 403 pp. Full
color, two color, and black and white illustrations throughout. Dark blue cloth stamped
in gilt, blue, gray, red, and green. Illustrated endpapers. No dust jacket.
Boards edgeworn with some chewing and exposure to edges, spine, and joints. Binding
is sound and pages unmarked.
Overall a very good and sound copy with Mussino's fabulous illustrations throughout.
$175

8. DE LA MARE, Walter; Dorothy Lathrop [illus.]. Down-Adown-Derry: A Book of
Fairy Poems [Signed].
New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1922. Second Printing. Signed by de la Mare and
dated Dec 2nd 1924 on front free endpaper (not one of the limited signed and numbered
First Edition run). Octavo; [viii], 195pp. Illustrations throughout, with three full-color
including frontis. Many pages still uncut at fore-edge. Publisher's blue cloth with gilt
lettering and illustration. Boards faintly rubbed at corners with some rubbing and
nudging at spine ends. Closed 1" tear from hasty partial opening in margin of
illustration opposite p. 20, not encroaching into illustration itself. Opens easily between
a few gatherings, but binding is sound. Pages unmarked.
$150

Arthur Rackham

9. BARRIE, J.M.; Arthur Rackham [illus.]. Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens.
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1906. First Rackham Trade Edition. Quarto. 125
numbered pages. Frontispiece + 49 color plates with lettered tissue guards, collected at
the end of the text, mounted on heavy brown paper. Russet cloth with gilt stamping to
front and spine. Brown paper endpapers with map of Kensington Gardens to front. No
dust jacket.
Boards lightly edgeworn and spine ends nudged. Tight in binding. Touch of foxing to
pages, but overall clean and unmarked.
This work includes several chapters from Barrie's novel, The Little White Bird,
originally published in 1902, which first introduced Peter Pan. Remains one of
Rackham's most admired works.
[Latimore & Haskell p. 27; Riall p. 74]
$950

10. CARROLL, Lewis; Arthur Rackham [illus.]; Austin Dobson [proem]. Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland.
London: William Heinemann, [1907]. First Trade Edition. Octavo. 162 pp. Black and
white illustrations; thirteen color plates including frontis with lettered tissue guards,
complete. Illustrated dust jacket. Light green boards stamped in dark green and gilt.
Dust jacket shows light chipping, heavy rubbing to edges and joints, and a few closed
tears. Amateur tape repair to verso. Boards with light shelfwear, toning to edges, and
spine ends nudged. Bookseller ticket to rear pastedown (T.M. Kennard Ancient and
Modern Booksellers, Leamington Spa.) Pages otherwise clean and unmarked. Rare in
dust jacket.
$1,500

11. WAGNER, Richard; Arthur Rackham [illus.]; Margaret Armour [trans.]. The
Rhinegold & The Valkyrie.
London: William Heinemann, 1910. First Trade Edition. Quarto. 160 pp. 34 color plates
with lettered tissue guards including frontis, complete. Illustrated dust jacket with
original 15 net price present. Brown buckram with gold stamping and lettering.
Illustrated endpapers.
Dust jacket lightly chipped at extremities with some staining along spine. Boards show
just a touch of edgewear and spine ends nudged. Binding is sound. Gift inscription to a
Daphne Persee from an R.A.P, presumably her father, Robert Algernon Persee to
second free endpaper. Pages very lightly foxed but overall clean and unmarked.
[Riall p. 103]
$750

12. RACKHAM, Arthur [illus.]. Mother Goose: The Old Nursery Rhymes [Signed
Limited Edition].
New York: The Century Co., [1913]. Limited First U.S. Edition; a run of 150 copies
signed by Rackham on limitation page, this being #59. Quarto. 158 pp. Thirteen color
plates, including frontis, mounted on heavy brown paper with lettered tissue guards;
one additional black and white plate, "Little Bo-peep," tipped in; numerous black and
white illustrations throughout. Bound in white cloth with gilt lettering and decoration to
spine and front. Top edge gilt.
Boards worn at extremities brief exposure to top of crown; soiling along edges and
corners bumped. A few faint but visible splotches to front board. Binding is sound.
Previous owner's bookplates to front and rear free endpapers and ownership sticker to
second free endpaper. Pages otherwise clean and unmarked.
Overall a very good copy of this American signed variant edition. Not in Riall.
$1,250

13. RACKHAM, Arthur. Pictures by Arthur Rackham from The Ring of the Nibelung: A
Calendar for 1977.
La Jolla, CA: The Green Tiger Press, 1977. First Edition. Oversized folio. 12 leaves,
each with a mounted color plate by Rackham. String-bound pictorial wrappers.
Wraps curl and crease at edges with a few short closed tears and some light spotting.
Cover wrap torn at top edge and string loose, but overall binding holding. Interior
unmarked.
$75

Edmund Dulac

14. POE, Edgar Allan; Edmund Dulac [illus.]. The Bells and Other Poems.
London: Hodder and Stoughton, [1912]. First Trade Edition. Quarto (28.5cm.);
publisher's grey-green cloth elaborately stamped in gilt, housed in later cloth slipcase;
color frontispiece with printed tissue guard and twenty-seven plates. Corners bumped,
else a Near Fine, still quite brilliant copy, housed in sturdy new slipcase.
[Hughey 29a]
$400

15. HAWTHORNE, Nathaniel; Edmund Dulac [illus.]. Tanglewood Tales [Signed
Limited Edition].
London: Hodder & Stoughton, [1918.] Limited Edition of 500 copies signed by Dulac,
this being #303. Quarto. 245 pp. Fourteen color plates including frontispiece, complete.
Wartime binding of half white vellum and gray paper covered boards. Spine stamped
with gilt lettering and design. Centaur archer endpapers.
Edges of boards roughly worn with exposure, though vellum edges have largely
escaped unscathed. General rubbing and smudging. Binding is sound. Foxing to
preliminaries and frontispiece a bit loose but holding. Pages otherwise clean and
unmarked.
After a Mediterranean cruise, Dulac was inspired to shift his attention to stories from
the Greek myths and spent four years working on Tanglewood. His plates for
"Argonauts" and "Europa" are considered to be among his best, his friend W.B. Yeats
remarking that "Europa" was "particularly beautiful." Dulac would continue to expand
on the centaur theme begun here, so notably that Yeats later titled one of his poems,
"On a Picture of a Black Centaur by Edmund Dulac."
[Hughey 51]
$400

16. STAWELL, Mrs. Rodolph [Maud Margaret Key Stawell]; Edmund Dulac
[illus.]. My Days with the Fairies: A New and Enlarged Edition of "Fairies I Have
Met."
London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited, [1920]. New and Enlarged Edition. Large
octavo. 169 pp. 8 color plates mounted on large tan textured mounts with red line
frames; tissue guards with green letterpress titles and drawings of a fairy. Illustrated
dust jacket printed in olive and pink. Red cloth stamped with elaborate design of blue,
pink, and dark green, taken from the Dulac plate from the chapter "The Fairy Who
Changes Places."

Dust jacket shows some slight chipping to extremities, small patch of staining to front
and along top of rear panel, and a 1 1/5" closed tear from top edge along rear joint.
Boards show some light chewing along edges with some slightly heavier wear and
exposure to spine ends and joints. Binding is sound. Foxing to preliminaries, but overall
pages clean and unmarked. Scarce in dust jacket.
[Riall 15f]
$1,750

17. SHAKESPEARE, William; Edmund Dulac [illus.]. Shakespeare's Comedy of The
Tempest With Illustrations by Edmund Dulac [Signed by Dulac].
London: Hodder & Stoughton, [1922]. Later printing with "Limited London" to title
page. Signed by Edmund Dulac on title page without inscription. Quarto. 144 pp. 40
color plates with lettered tissue guards, complete. Blue cloth stamped in gilt. No dust
jacket.
Boards worn at extremities with brief exposure, corners bumped, spine slightly sunned
with a few patches of lighter discoloration. Binding is sound and pages unmarked.
[Hughey 19k]
$400

18. ROSENTHAL, Leonard; Edmund Dulac [illus.]. The Kingdom of the Pearl.
New York: Brentano's, [1925]. First U.S. Trade Edition, printed in a run of 675 copies,
of which this is #312. Quarto. 151 pp. 10 color plates by Dulac, mounted on white art
paper, framed with gray-green lines, with tissue guards printed at top with black
letterpress. Tan paper dust jacket printed in lavender with geometric seaweed design.
Half white cloth with grey papered boards, stamped in silver with design of stylized
waves and sea shells, spine stamped in gilt. Top edge gilt; geometric seaweed
endpapers.
Dust jacket chipped with several short closed tears and rubbed along edges with some
unfortunate dampstaining along spine, and a longer 5" tear to front joint starting at
bottom edge. Large dampstain to bottom quarter of back board, extending up along
fore-edge, with some runs and ripples to paper and outward bowing toward fore-edge.
Boards otherwise lightly edgeworn with exposure to bottom edge near corners. Binding
is sound. Bookseller ticket to front pastedown, a few other stray bookseller pencil
marks, but otherwise pages clean and unmarked.
One of Dulac's most vibrant works, and as one contemporary reviewer noted, his
illustrations were, "rich in decorative forms and jewel-like colours, bringing out the
beauty of minute things by the use of color and graceful line."
[Hughey 54e]
$450

Fanny Cory

19. LOOMIS, Charles Battell; F[anny] Y. Cory [design & illus.]. Yankee Enchantments
[Inscribed and Signed by Loomis to George Elmer Browne].
New York: McClure, Phillips & Co., 1900. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's green
pictorial cloth designed and signed in image by Fanny Y. Cory; ix,[1],328pp.; half-tone
line drawings throughout. Cloth a bit rubbed with very brief exposure to one corner,
very occasional finger soil to textblock, else Very Good or better overall. A lovely copy.
Inscribed and signed by the author to the American illustrator George Elmer Browne
(1871-1946) on front free endpaper: "To my friend George Elmer Browne with the
compliments of the author Charles Battell Loomis."
$150

20. MUSSON, Bennet; Fanny Cory [illus.]. Maisie & Her Dog Snip in Fairyland.
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1903. First Edition. Large octavo; publisher's tan
pictorial cloth stamped in four colors, [8],164pp.; two-toned (black and peach)
frontispiece, eight leaves of plates, text illus. and vignettes throughout. Light shelf
wear, chiefly at spine ends, spine cloth a shade darkened and slightly spotted, corners
gently bumped, contemporary gift inscription to front free endpaper, else Very Good
and sound overall.
Splendidly illustrated by Fanny Cory (1877-1972), one of the first American syndicated
female cartoonists. (Though she is unmentioned on the title page, her illustrations are
signed in the image.)
$65

21. BAUM, L. Frank; Fanny Y. Cory [illus.]. The Enchanted Island of Yew.
Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, 1903. First Edition, First
Printing with endpapers printed in orange and black, "Braunworth" to copyright page,
and textual illustration to p. 238 printed upside-down. Large octavo. 242 pp. 8 color
plates, including frontis, complete. Gray-green cloth stamped in purple-gray, coral,
orange, yellow, and black. Illustrated endpapers. No dust jacket.
Light edgewear to boards and binding is sound. Previous owner's gift inscription to
front free endpaper dated Xmas 1903. Pages otherwise clean and unmarked.
A slightly more traditional fairy tale from a period in Baum's career when he was
experimenting with several different fantastical worlds. This work accentuated by some
of the best work of Cory's career, in her Art Nouveau style and with each plate
surrounded by a decorative floral border.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 203-204]
$650

Kay Nielsen

22. QUILLER-COUCH, Arthur; Kay Nielsen [illus.]. In Powder & Crinoline: Old
Fairy Tales [Large Paper Issue].

[London]: Hodder & Stoughton, [1913]. First Edition, Large Paper Issue with 26 Plates.
Large quarto (31.5cm.); publisher's vegetable vellum-backed paper-covered boards,
black morocco gilt-lettered spine label, top edge gilt, housed in later blue clamshell
box; xii,[13]-163pp.; tipped-in color frontispiece and twenty-five plates, each
accompanied with printed tissue-guard, additional vignettes throughout text. Joints have
been expertly reinforced, though boards rather rubbed at margins with shallow
exposure, light soil to both boards, spine label chipped with some loss, contemporary
bookseller ticket to rear pastedown, else a Very Good copy overall, contents clean and
fine, though recent clamshell box starting to show a bit of wear as well.
The earliest English commission given to the twenty-seven-year-old illustrator (later
animator) Kay Nielsen (1886-1957), quickly followed the next year with his
masterpiece East of the Sun and West of the Moon. Twenty-five years later Nielsen
made the switch to animation and his immediately recognizable contribution to Fantasia
can be glimpsed in the "Night on Bald Mountain" sequence.
$750

23. NIELSEN, Kay [illus.]; Peter Christen Asbjornsen; Jorgen Moe. East of the Sun
and West of the Moon: Old Tales from the North.
London: Hodder & Stoughton, [1914]. First British Trade Edition. Quarto. 206 pp. 25
full color plates with lettered tissue guards, complete. Numerous back and white
illustrations. Dark blue boards decorated in gilt. Decorative endpapers with attacking
knights and lumbering/marauding troll motifs.
Worn at extremities and along joints and corners bumped. Text block a bit shaken in
boards, but otherwise sound. Sparse creasing to edges of pages but overall clean and
unmarked.
This Norwegian fairy tale is considered Nielsen's masterpiece and remains a high spot
of the Golden Age of illustration.
$2,000

24. ANDERSEN, Hans Christian; Kay Nielsen [illus.]. Fairy Tales.
London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited, [1924]. First UK Trade Edition. Quarto. 197
pp. 12 color plates with tissue guards, complete, with additional black and white
illustrations. Green moire cloth with elaborate gilt decoration, expertly recased and
maintaining the original pictorial endpapers.
Light wear to extremities with brief exposure, neatly repaired at spine ends. Sunning to
spine. Binding is sound and bookbinders ticket to rear pastedown. Pages otherwise
clean and unmarked.
$450

Boris Artzybasheff

25. ARTZYBASHEFF, Boris. Seven Simeons.
New York: The Junior Literary Guild and the Viking Press, 1937. First Edition. Quarto
(29.5 x 22 x 1cm); unpaginated [30pp]. Fourteen full-page color illustrations, with a
similar number of vignettes and decorative motifs as marginalia.
Illustrated dustjacket in metallic gold and three colors. Jade green boards with dark
green lettering and frieze on front panel. Jacket unclipped with shallowly docked inner
flaps, as published. The jacket shows some rubbing (particularly on the metallic gold)
at edges and corners, with minor chips at spine crown and foot. Some general slight
soiling from respectful handling. Minimal toning to endpapers and textblock, otherwise
unmarred and unmarked. Previous owner's signature — oh so tiny, and in the same
filigree line as Artzybasheff's illustrations — hidden coyly within the front pastedown.
This volume was the runner-up for the Caldecott Medal in 1938 — the year the medal
was inaugurated.
$200

26. ARTZYBASHEFF, Boris. As I See: Notes to Folios by the Artist.
New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1954. First Edition. Quarto (29.5 x 22 x 1.5cm);
unpaginated [96pp]. Eighty-seven full-page illustrations, two in color.
Illustrated dustjacket. Warm limestone linen boards with white stamping on spine and
front panel. Jacket unclipped with shallowly docked inner flaps, as published. Closed
tear (6cm) with small chip loss (about 2 x 0.5cm) at bottom rear of jacket near spine
foot; second similar closed tear at bottom vertical fold of rear flap; both now less
visible within mylar (added after our photograph was taken). Some minimal general
soiling from respectful usage. Binding and textblock impeccable, As New.
This collection of Artzybasheff's zany, erotic, surreal images sits centrally inside a Venn
diagram where Dalí, Loony Tunes, and Mad Magazine overlap.
$300

Harry Clarke

27. ANDERSEN, Hans Christian; Harry Clarke [illus.]. Fairy Tales.
London: George G. Harrap & Company, 1916. First Thus. Quarto. 318 pp. 40 plates, 16
of which are full color with lettered tissue guards, complete. Grey cloth binding
stamped in black with oval pictorial pastedown to front. Top edge gilt. No dust jacket.
Boards lightly edgeworn, corners slightly bumped, general spotting, and a chip to
pastedown. Binding is sound. Closed tears along bottom edge of front free endpaper
and top edge of frontispiece tissue guard. A few pages chipped along fore-edge, but
overall pages clean and unmarked.
Overall a very good copy of Clarke's first printed work, followed up with his work for
Edgar Allen Poe's Tales of Mystery and Imagination in 1919.
$500

28. CLARKE, Harry [illus.]; L. D'O. [Lettice D'Oyle] Walters [ed.]; Harold Monro
[intro.]; G.K. Chesterton; Robert Graves; W.B. Yeats; et al. [contribs.]. The Year's at the
Spring: An Anthology of Recent Poetry.
London: George G, Harrap & Co. Ltd., 1920. First Trade Edition. Quarto. 128 pp. 24
plates, some color, complete. Illustrated dust jacket. Stamped pictorial tan cloth.
Dust jacket chipped and toned along edges with one long tear along front joint, and
front panel barely remainining attached. Tape repairs to verso. Boards edgeworn with
some bumping. Binding is sound. Ownership inscription to front free endpaper. Pages
otherwise unmarked.
[Steenson A3.b]
$175

29. SWINBURNE, Algernon Charles Swinburne; Harry Clarke [illus.]; Humbert Wolfe
[intro.]. Selected Poems of Algernon Charles Swinburne.
London & New York: John Lane, The Bodley Head / Dodd, Mead and Company, 1928.
Octavo; [xxxiv], 217pp. 10 photogravure plates — one double page — with tissue
guards, all present. Vignettes throughout. Black dust jacket with green lettering and
illustration with 21/- net price to spine. Book in magenta cloth with gilt stamped
lettering and illustration. Illustrated endpapers, gilt topstain, and deckled edges. Jacket
shows a couple tears at folds, shallow chips at spine ends, a couple small punctures, and
some general scuffs and spotting. Boards bumped at bottom fore-edge corners, with
some fading to spine and nudging at head and tail, and some oxidizing to gilt lettering
on front. Opens easily between a couple gatherings, but binding is sound. Gift
inscription from poet and journalist W.J.T. Collins to friends on front free endpaper:
"With best wishes for the New Year 5691 from WJT Collins to Harold & Marjorie."
Pages otherwise unmarked.
Gift-giver William John Townsend Collins (1868-1952) was a writer then editor with
the South Wales Argus who published a few volumes of poems — the best known
being his Tales from the New Mabinogion (1923) and Romance of the Echoing Wood
(1937) — and was a friend and correspondent with the Welsh writer and mystic Arthur
Machen. A number of their letters to each other are currently held in the Machen
collection at Yale's Beinecke Library.
[Steenson A9.a]
$250

Gustaf Tenggren

30. GRIMM, Jakob & Wilhelm; Gustaf Tenggren [illus.]. Grimms Märchenschatz:
Ausgewählte Kinder- und Hausmärchen [Grimm's Fairy Tale Treasury: Selected Fairy
Tales for Children and Households].
Berlin-Grunewald: Hermann Klemm, U.G., [ca. 1920-23]. First Edition. Octavo (25 x
20 x 2.5cm); 179pp. Thirty-two tipped-in color plates, all present. Entirely in German
and printed in traditional German Fraktur typeface.
The volume bears no date of imprint; we have seen 1920, 1922, and 1923 from various
bibliographical authorities; the last date seems most plausible given what we know of
illustrator Tenggren's career. Although published out of Berlin, the plates were printed
in Munich, and the Fraktur typesetting and binding were done in Leipzig.
Dark honey-straw linen with brown storiated stamping on spine and front panel. Heavy
ivory textblock with brown topstain. Cloth shows very slight soiling, a hint of a
dampstain to upper edge of front panel (barely visible in our photograph, as in
actuality); 0.5 cm of cloth erosion to upper outer corner of front panel. Textblock
impeccable, as are all thirty-two illustrations. Joints and hinges robust. All in all, Near
Fine for its age — and for its presumed use by curious children and narrating parents.
We'll be as prudent as Little Red Riding Hood, however, and call it Very Good.
Uncommon in retail in general; even less common in this handsome condition.
The illustrations, among the most celebrated and widely reproduced for Grimm, are
from early in the career of Swedish-American illustrator Gustaf Tenggren (1896-1970).
About a dozen years after publishing these illustrations, Tenggren was hired as Art
Director for the groundbreaking Disney full-length animated feature — the first in
cinema history, you will recall — Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. He would later
have a leading hand in Disney's Bambi, Fantasia, Pinocchio, and more.
But these images by young Tenggren for Grimm predate any Disneyfication. They are,
in turns, spooky, alarming, caricatural, and comical. And gorgeously Nordic.
$400

31. LANG, Andrew; Gustaf Tenggren [illus.]. The Red Fairy Book.
Philadelphia: David McKay Company, [ca. 1924]. Reprint. Large octavo. 285 pp. 8
color plates by Tenggren, complete. Illustrated dust jacket. Red boards stamped in gilt
with front pictorial pastedown. Red topstain; illustrated endpapers.
Dust jacket chipped along edges with several closed tears incl. a longer tear to the
nearly-detached front flap. Bookseller ticket affixed to protective mylar notes the jacket
has been "deacidified to prevent yellowing and brittlement." Boards lightly edgeworn at
extremities with a touch of fading. Binding is sound and pages unmarked. Scarce in
dust jacket.
$175

32. SCHRANK, Joseph; Gustaf Tenggren [illus.]. Seldom and the Golden Cheese.
New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1933. First U.S. Edition. Octavo. 160 pp. Color
frontispiece & numerous black and white illustrations. Illustrated dust jacket with $2.00
price present. Tan boards stamped in black. Pictorial endpapers.
Dust jacket rubbed along edges with some slight chipping, a few short closed tears, and
neat but amateur tape repair to verso. Light spotting along edges. Boards show light
edgewear and some faint spotting. Binding is sound and pages unmarked. Scarce in
retail.
$200
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